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student Lawyers Assist
Dayton's Legal Aid Society
DAYTON, Ohio, February 9, 1976 --- The first priority of student lawyers at
the University of Dayton School of Law will be to help Dayton's Legal Aid Society
whittle its caseload down to manageable size. The understaffed Legal Aid Society
is presently behind six months in its domestic relations case load.
The second priority, to be balanced with the needs of the indigent for
basic legal services, will be cases involving broader constitutional issues.
The priorities were set this week by the new director of the clinical
education program at UD's School of Law, Jeffrey E. Froelich, a former assistant
Montgomery County prosecuting attorney .
The legal interns will practice in UD's Legal Clinic this summer after
spending an initial period in Legal Aid Society offices in downtown Dayton.
Approximately 20 law students will be on duty in Mayas either interns in the
legal clinic or as externs on the legal staffs of local agencies and institutions.
The law students will undertake two types of cases: Those involving indigent
clients and those involving a point of law. The two categories will overlap at
times, according to Froelich. An example of a case involving a point of law is
the class action suit of the type sometimes brought by consumers. "We will
determine hethe-r such C1'[s-e--s- contribute t-o a Tegal e-ducatlon, whether rights are
being violated, whether anyone is being hurt and whether the client has access to
the services of an attorney before taking the case," Froelich said.
Services of a more basic nature will include the handling of divorce cases.
Such cases are perfect for law students~ according to Froelich, "because often they
are uncontested. Neither is their likely to be any million dollar estates in the
cases we will be handling."
Students will offer quality service. "The legal intern doesn't have the
caseload of a practicing attorney. Everything is new to him and he is going to
give it his close attention," Froelich said .
Clinical practice is relatively new to legal education. It began in the late
sixties. The Ohio Supreme Court ruled in 1972 to allow the practice with two
provisos: The students must be under the supervision of a professional attorney
and the client must know that he is being represented by a student.
The internship is one which raises interesting ethical and philosophical
questions for the law student. Such questions will be among those dealt with in
a weekly seminar conducted by Froelich. Some of those questions may be ones for
which there are no clear cut answers. "The most we may be able to do is refer to
what scholars have said on the question, " Froelich says. "Frequently these
questions have not even been asked in the classic legal education. Students will
at least know these questions exist and be encouraged to think about them. Even
more important to students will be that these substantive issues involve real
people, not just people in books. Cases drawn only from books tend to place a
legal education in an ivory tower, according to Froelich. "Our cases won't be
about 'just some man or some wife' but about real people who are clients of the
student."
Initially the Legal Clinic will use income criteria established by the Legal
Aid Society. If the Legal Clinic expand} i t s operation by liberalizing income
criteria, it still would not cut into the practice of private attorneys,
according to Froelich, who believes that large segments of the public are under
represented. There are services, such as advise on consumer contracts, which those
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can afford to pay a retainer to an attorney, receive routinely. Such services are
not available to those without access t o an attorney. "We've established the game
so that in order to make it work, you have to have attorneys. The lack of legal
services for the poor creates a fundamental inequality in how that game works,"
Froelich says.
The UD Legal Clinic will open in May with quarters, yet to be established,
near the UD campus.
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